Stance Analysis

Benefits

This revolutionary system objectively detects and quantifies the percentage of weight a dog or cat places on each limb, giving the veterinary practitioner valuable information for targeting treatment options. Additionally, the Companion® Stance Analyzer™ is a valuable tool in monitoring improvement and validating your physical rehabilitation treatments over time.

01 Unique Features

- Remote control allows samples to be collected while operator is away from the computer
- Stability test visually shows how patient is transferring weight
- Each patient’s history is monitored to track success of treatment plan
- Erroneous data is easily discarded to ensure accurate results
- Report is easily printed for client to review
- Virtually waterproof for ease of cleaning/disinfecting
- Replaceable cover
- Integrated scale measures the patient’s weight in lbs or kg

02 Clinical Benefits

- Monitors improvement and tracks patient progress over time
- Quick, easy, and non-invasive diagnosis
- Provides visual representation of weight bearing, stability, and center of gravity
- Eliminates subjective interpretation
- Assesses lameness
- Targets problem areas
- Printable progress reports